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not" (p. 5). Extending the work of writing center scholars such as Anne

Ellen Geller, Michele Eodice, Frankie Condon, Meg Carroll, & Elizabeth Boquet (2007), Nancy Grimm (1999), and Neal Lerner (2009) who
have similarly helped us re-envision writing center theory, practice,
and history, Grutsch McKinney works to unravel this grand narrative
so that we may better see what stories we are not telling and what we
stand to gain or lose by continuing to tell this particular story (p. 4).

Grutsch McKinney 's project is an important one. While we imagine
and portray our writing centers to be open, accessible, comfortable, and
inclusive spaces, the truth is that, for all our good intentions, we often
fall short of that vision.

The gap between our intentions and realities is certainly true with
respect to people with disabilities. I don't doubt that many tutors, staff
members, and administrators with and without disabilities do excellent

work with students with disabilities. That said, if our (lack of) scholarship and research about the ways that people with disabilities work
in writing centers is any indication, then we have considerable room
to improve. One way to close this particular gap might be to develop
a more robust disability literacy in the field and in our centers. I draw
this phrase, "disability literacy," from G. Thomas Couser's Signifying
Bodies (2009). Couser does not define the phrase nor does he discuss it
at length, but the concept of "disability literacy" resonated with me, and
I have begun to develop a definition of my own.1 I provisionally define
"disability literacy" as the ability to read the narratives and rhetorics of
disability critically, informed by Disability Studies (DS); to discern the
ethics of representation embedded in such narratives and rhetorics; to
read physical spaces, material realities, and the actions of self and others
for the ways that they (dis) able access to individuals with diverse bodies

and abilities; and to identify, name, and counter ableist ideologies,
semantics, and practices.
Several principles undergird this understanding of disability literacy. First, disability literacy is contextual; it is not a framework that can

be universally applied to all situations but must, rather, be negotiated,
challenged, and re-articulated on an ongoing basis. For example, I have
primarily chosen to use "people first" language in this essay (e.g., using

"people with disabilities" rather than "disabled people"), following
the lead of Couser and Margaret Price (2011). At the same time, I am

1 My definition of disability literacy is informed by the three books reviewed here,
as well as my understanding of critical and racial literacies. The principles outlined

below are indebted to and adapted from Lani Guinier's (2004) articulation of racial
literacy.
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mindful that not all disability cultural groups accept or use such con-

structions, and so I, like Rebecca Day Babcock (2012), use "Deaf/deaf
people." Second, developing disability literacy is an ongoing process
and requires that we orient ourselves to ongoing learning rather than
static knowing. As Lani Guinier (2004) writes of racial literacy, "it is
about learning rather than knowing" (p. 115). Importantly, while we
must always learn with and from others, we also must take responsibility
for our own learning rather than relying on others to teach us. Third,
disability literacy requires us to attend to the dynamic interplay between
disability, individual experiences and agency, and institutional and systemic forces. Finally, disability literacy requires us to critically analyze
the relationships between disability and ability, and race, class, gender,
sexual orientation, and other identities.
My definition is very much a work-in-progress, and I hope that
our field will continue developing its collective disability literacy as well
as to extend, refine, and even challenge the definition offered above.
To that end, each of the three books reviewed here - Signifying Bodies:
Disability in Contemporary Life Writing by G. Thomas Couser (2009), Mad
at School: Rhetorics of Mental Disability and Academic Life by Margaret Price

(2011), and Tell Me How it Reads: Tutoring Deaf and Hearing Students in
the Writing Center by Rebecca Day Babcock (2012) - offers distinct but
equally important starting points for that project.

Although it does not explicitly address writing center work,
Couser's (2009) Signifying Bodies: Disability in Contemporary Life Writing

offers important insights to those committed to developing disability
literacy in writing center contexts. Couser has focused much of his
scholarship on life writing and disability studies, and Signifying Bodies
brings those two interests together. In it, he examines a broad range of
genres from memoir, autobiography, biography, documentary film, and
even obituaries and works to define and advocate for what he calls the

"new disability memoir." He traces the recent rise of disability memoirs,
arguing that the emergence of such narratives is both a product of and
a contributor to disability rights advocacy. Disability memoirs not only
reflect the authors' and subjects' disability consciousness but also serve
to educate the public by providing "mediated access to lives that would

otherwise remain opaque and exotic to them" (p. 15). In making his
case for the new disability memoir, Couser argues that they should not

be understood "just" as individual stories but also as critical responses
to common misrepresentations of disability (pp. 6-7). His book works
to uncover the ways that, collectively and individually, these memoirs
challenge reductive discourses of disability.
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The first three chapters of Signifying Bodies establish the theoretical

and rhetorical foundations that undergird the ensuing chapters. Couser
first examines the rise of memoirs by people not publicly known before writing their memoirs and focuses particularly on memoirs that
foreground the subjects' bodies and/or disabilities. What one reviewer
called "nobody memoirs" Couser calls "some body memoirs" (p. 3). He
notes that within the genre of disability memoirs, some diseases and
disabilities (e.g., HIV/AIDS and depression) have been written about so
much that they have become distinct literatures of their own (p. 4), while
many other diseases and disabilities have been represented in just a few
memoirs each (pp. 5-6). Signifying Bodies focuses on the latter category
of life writing. One of the important contributions these "some body
memoirs" make is to "face the body," a move that runs counter to the
more common tendency to efface and even deface certain bodies marked
by gender, race, sexuality, and illness and disability (p. 9). Next, Couser
examines several key paradigms of disability that are often deployed
in non-autobiographical narratives: the symbolic (or metaphorical), the
medical (or individual), and the social or cultural paradigm. He analyzes
how these paradigms are deployed in several non-autobiographical representations of disability and advocates for the social paradigm, which
attends to the ways that disability shapes everyone's experiences (p. 30).
Rounding out this theoretical foundation, Couser turns his attention to
common rhetorical patterns in disability memoirs themselves, "moving
from rhetorics that reinforce conventional attitudes - the rhetorics of

triumph, horror, spiritual compensation, and nostalgia - to a rhetoric
that contests received attitudes about disability - the rhetoric of eman-

cipation" (p. 33).
Building on these frameworks, Couser focuses each of the next five
chapters on one key text in different genres, ranging from documentary

to obituary, and examines the nuances and challenges of representing
disability ethically in life writing. For example, the film Face to Face:
The Schappell Twins (2000) illustrates the possibilities and challenges of
nonprejudicial and nonpathologized visual representation of conjoined
twins, who are so often automatically pathologized in both medical and
popular discourse (p. 50). Likewise, Couser argues that The Silent Twins
(1986), a biography of twins with elective mutism, demonstrates how to
write about pathologized subjects in interesting ways without "exploiting [them] by enfreaking them" (p. 87). Though each of these chapters
takes on different genres of life writing, Couser consistently attends to
the ethics of representing disability and people with disabilities. It is this
sustained focus that I find most relevant to writing center work, as those
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ethical questions challenge us to think carefully about how disabilities
and those with disabilities are represented in our scholarship.
Couser also critiques some texts for failing to represent disabilities and disabled people ethically. For example, in his analysis of Lying

(2001), a memoir that Price (2011) praises, Couser challenges Lauren
Slater's use of epilepsy as a metaphor for her disability, not (simply) on
the grounds that doing so violates the terms of "the autobiographical
pact" between writer and reader (p. 110), but primarily because he believes Slater's characterization of epilepsy is "outdated and prejudicial"
(p. 112) and thus "may cause unnecessary harm to vulnerable others"
(p. 113). Couser's chapter on ethnography and autoethnography likewise
questions the possibilities and limits of ethically representing disability
in qualitative research, which he places on the spectrum of life writing
genres. I find this chapter undermined by the fact that the focal text is

neither ethnographic nor autoethnographic, but Couser's analysis will
nevertheless be valuable to writing center researchers, especially those
who, like Babcock, work with people with disabilities.
The final two chapters step back from specific genres and texts
and return to global questions about disability memoirs. Extending his
claim that the emergence of disability memoirs is tied to disability rights

activism, Couser analyzes the connections between life writing and
disability law in the penultimate chapter. Here, he draws on his analysis
of the rhetorics of disability and argues that the common rhetorics of
triumph, horror, and so on are "inimical to the best interests of persons
with disabilities" (p. 161). He argues that as important as many disability

memoirs are in facing the bodies of disabled people, what is needed in
particular are more progressive disability memoirs, memoirs that draw
on the rhetoric of emancipation and the social paradigm (p. 161). It is
these memoirs that will contribute to a more nuanced disability literacy

within the legal system and general public (p. 162). In the epilogue,
Couser extends this call for new disability memoirs by drawing on four
such memoirs to define and illustrate the characteristics of this new

sub-genre. New disability memoirs are, for example, aligned with the
critical and activist stances of DS; are sensitive to the ethics of representing disability; and attend to social, cultural, political, and historical
contexts of disability.
Signifying Bodies , while it does not explicitly address writing center work or literacy education, nevertheless has much to offer writing
center readers, especially when read in conjunction with the other two
books reviewed here. Couser's mapping of the paradigms and rhetorics
of disability that circulate in general culture, as well as in disability
memoirs, is a particularly useful contribution to the disability literacy
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of his readers. Writing center readers, for example, might be inspired
by Couser's work to more carefully examine how our work is shaped
by these paradigms and rhetorics of disability. Couser's argument that
some qualitative research genres are a kind of life writing also offers
writing center researchers a new lens for critically reading existing
writing center research (like Babcock's study) and a standard against
which to assess their own future research. Finally, Couser 's advocacy for
the cultural paradigm and the rhetoric of emancipation, and his analysis
of new disability memoirs that enact these, offer readers productive
counterpoints to dominant paradigms and rhetorics of disability.
In Mad at School: Rhetorics of Mental Disability and Academic Life,
Price (2011), like Couser, draws explicitly on a disability studies stance

to examine and challenge the ways academic discourses and practices
construct mental disability and constrain people with mental disabilities.
Price, whose research centers on disability studies, writing pedagogy,
and digital composition, notes that DS pushes back against definitions
of disability as individual medical "problems" that are best addressed by
cures and instead understands disability as "a mode of human difference,

one that becomes a problem only when the environment or context
treats it as such" (p. 4). She aims to complicate the assumptions of the
"normal" mind that undergird academic discourse, arguing that "minds
are best understood in terms of variety and difference, rather than devia-

tions from an imagined norm" (p. 4). Drawing on this activist DS stance,
Price seeks to change our concepts of and engagement with academic
discourse and to revise, in small but not insignificant ways, academe
itself (p. 7). Hers, she writes, is not an "altruistic" project focused only

on making academic discourse more accessible for mentally disabled
people (though it is that, in part). Rather, her project challenges the
ableism that helps construct and maintain "a rigid, elitist, hierarchical,
and inhumane academic system" (p. 8) that shapes and constrains the
experiences of everyone in academia.
With this aim in mind, Price begins her book by discussing the
history and politics of the terms - from "mad" to "neuroaty pical" to

"mental illness" - used to name and construct "impairments of the
mind" (p. 9) and articulating her rationale for using "mental disability"
as her preferred term. She also introduces topoi like rationality , participation, collegiality , and independence that seem to be essential to academic
work but that prove far more problematic when examined from the
perspective of people with mental disabilities (p. 5). These topoi thread
through the book, and Price's analyses of them often challenge some of
our most deeply held assumptions about what academe is and should be.
At the close of her introductory chapter, Price resists the constraints of
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linearity and rationality by offering her book "as a kind of smorgasbord,

not a single sustained argument that must be read from beginning to
end," and she invites readers to "pick and choose the parts of the book

that are meaningful to" them (p. 21). Since some chapters are more
relevant to writing center work than others, this "pick and choose" approach will work well for many writing center readers. Indeed, I found
that the chapters - which I did read from beginning to end, despite
Price's invitation to do otherwise - were progressively less relevant to
writing center work - though no less interesting - as the book went on.
Price begins by considering the "subject of mental disability," using
critical discourse analysis (CDA) to examine the discourses, particularly
academic and medical discourses, that shape our understandings of mental disability. This chapter establishes the book's theoretical frame, and
in it Price examines how the centrality of "reason" and "rationality" in
academic discourse strips people with mental disabilities of rhetoricity,
i.e., "the ability to be received as a valid human subject" (p. 26). Because
people with mental disabilities are often perceived as irrational, they are,

in effect, "rhetorically disabled" (p. 26, emphasis in original). Price analyzes how psychiatric discourse perpetuates the divide between "sound
and unsound minds," a divide that serves to "protect academic discourse
as a 'rational' realm" (p. 33), safe from "crazy" students and "unstable"
teachers. She then traces the rational subject in composition theory and

examines two articulations of ethical pedagogies - Amy Lee's theory
of revisioning, grounded in critical pedagogy (pp. 42-43), and Krista
Ratcliffe's theory of rhetorical listening (pp. 43-44) - that push back
against the dominance of rationality. Price highlights the way each of
these studies "take up the challenge. . .to account for the learning subject

through theories other than rational autonomy" (p. 41) and "emphasize

'listening' as a key feature of postmodern critical pedagogy" (p. 41).
Finally, Price explores the "emotional turn" in academic discourse and
identifies how common approaches to emotion in academia reinscribe
distinctions between rational/irrational and "normal "/"crazy" even as
they engage discourses of affect and mental disability (p. 47). Price concludes the chapter by contending that "we must resist facile conclusions
about our students based on their diagnosed, self-identified or suspected
neuroatypicalities, and focus instead on ways that their writing and ways
of knowing might change and inform our practices" (p. 56, emphasis
in original), a challenge that pertains as much to writing center staff as
to classroom faculty.
Next, Price focuses on how three key topoi - presence, participation, and resistance - play out in the kairotic spaces of academia. For
Price, kairotic spaces are the "less formal, often unnoticed, areas of ac-
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ademe where knowledge is produced and power is exchanged" (p. 60).
Some key kairotic spaces that she describes are classroom discussions and
the many kinds of impromptu engagement found at academic conferences. I would add writing center sessions to her list of kairotic spaces, as
the characteristics she uses to define kairotic spaces also describe tutoring sessions. Price homes in on how our assumptions about rationality
and the "normal" mind shape, enable, and limit the ways that students
with mental disabilities experience and negotiate kairotic spaces, and
how our expectations shape our readings of students' engagement - or
lack thereof - in kairotic spaces. Building on this analysis, Price offers
some "ways to move," strategies for redesigning the kairotic space of
the classroom. Importantly, the first move that Price offers is to "focus

on what's feasible" (pp. 89-90); here, she acknowledges that these
moves will not work for everyone and that they should be modified or
even ignored depending on context, abilities, and style. Other moves

include "providing] direct instruction for participation" (pp. 93-95)
and "experimenting] with multiple channels of feedback" (pp. 95-98).
The specifics of the moves as Price lays them out are oriented to the
classroom context, but the larger principles are certainly adaptable to the
writing center context. Importantly, too, Price's aim in this chapter is
not to analyze how or why students with mental disabilities "don't fit"
in the academy but, rather, to examine why the academy's design poorly
serves or excludes altogether such students and to advocate for revisions
to our discourses and practices to be more fully inclusive.
Price then shifts her attention from students to faculty, noting both

that some of the same challenges that students with mental disabilities
face (i.e., the requirement to participate actively in kairotic spaces) also
challenge faculty, and that faculty experience academic kairotic spaces
in significantly different ways. Price first examines the intersections

of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and mental disability,
noting that most faculty who bring ADA cases lose them because of
the way the concept of "essential functions" is constructed in ADA and
acted on in individual cases. Price next considers two such essential

functions - productivity and collegiality - and how these play out in
two kairotic spaces, the job search and professional conferences. She
again ends the chapter with specific recommendations for increasing
access and enacting attitudes on individual and structural levels, recommendations grounded in principles of Universal Design for Learning.
Writing center readers will find useful parallels in this chapter between
the experiences of faculty and those of writing center administrators,
tutors, and student writers. For example, Price's examination of collegiality and productivity can be extended to all writing center staff, and her
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arguments about accessibility at conferences have much to offer writing
center conference planners.
The remaining three chapters of Mad at School are interesting and
engaging, but strike me as less relevant to writing center work than
the first three, though they do contribute to readers' disability literacy.

"Assaults on the Ivory Tower" examines the portrayal of two school
shootings and critiques "the rhetorical structure through which news of
each shooting unfolded" (p. 142, emphasis in original). Price's aim here
is to challenge the prevailing assumption that mental disability caused
the shooters to act; rather, she argues that representations of madness
in accounts of the shootings are used to place the shooters "in a space

of unrecoverable deviance" (pp. 144-145). These rhetorical moves
reinforce a culture that stigmatizes persons with mental disabilities,
stokes fear and hatred, and redirects our attention from the systemic
to the individual, leading us to believe that we will be safe if people
with mental disabilities are somehow dealt with (pp. 174-175). In '"Her

Pronouns Wax and Wane,"' Price uses CDA to analyze pronouns in
three memoirs of mental disability, all of which Price sees as trasgressive texts that use counter-diagnosis to "subvert the diagnostic urge

to 'explain' the irrational mind" (p. 179). For example, Price analyzes
one author's use of first person to enact creative incoherence, a way of

resisting the conventional unified I in autobiography (p. 180) and to
proliferate "many selves to tell a single 'person's' story" (p. 183). Price
pushes readers to consider how "irrational" minds can and do work in
transgressive but illuminating ways, thus extending her critique of rationality in earlier chapters. Finally, in "In/ter/dependent Scholarship,"
Price turns her attention to the experiences of independent scholars with

mental disabilities. Price conducted in-depth, open-ended interviews
with three such scholars, grounding her approach in an interdependent
qualitative research paradigm that included regular, recursive feedback
from participants to shape both data collection and analysis. The co-interpretation process yielded three key themes: disability, impairment,
and diagnosis; identifying as a scholar; and isolation and community.
Each participant had very different experiences with respect to these
themes, underscoring the impossibility of defining, once and for all,
what it means to be mentally disabled in (or out) of academia. Despite, or
because of, these differences, this chapter illuminates how the discourses

and structures of academia can exclude people with mental disabilities.
In her conclusion, Price contends that "[mļental disability should
no longer be considered the affliction of an aberrant few, but a regular
feature of our contemporary culture" (p. 231). She further argues that
the changes she calls for - to make academic discourses more accessible
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for persons with mental disabilities - will address long-standing problems in academe (p. 233). Throughout, Price consistently acknowledges

when and how composition and rhetoric scholars are working in DS
modes, and she seeks to extend their efforts; at the same time, she also

consistently highlights when our scholarship and pedagogies fall short.
Though Price oifers many specific suggestions for how readers might
put her analyses to work in changing the discourse and structures of

academia, she also acknowledges that such changes are fraught with
complexity and must be developed or adapted for particular contexts.

Overall, Mad at School challenges the writing center community to
examine its assumptions about mental disability and rationality, accessibility and presence, kairotic spaces and participation. This challenge
is coupled with suggestions for how we might draw on our developing
disability literacy and Universal Design approaches to effect changes in
our daily work.
Finally, Babcock's (2012) Tell Me How It Reads: Tutoring Deaf and
Hearing Students in the Writing Center examines deaf students' experienc-

es with writing tutoring to prompt our field to think more carefully
about how standard tutoring practices do or don't serve deaf students.
Babcock's research focuses on both the intersections of writing center
and disability studies and on the contributions of qualitative research
to writing center theory and practice. In Tell Me How It Reads , we see
traces of both agendas in Babcock's attention to an under-studied (and
perhaps underserved) student population and to the ethics and methods
of qualitative research. Ultimately, her aim is to promote accessible and
appropriate writing tutoring for all students (p. vii).
Babcock notes that her study was initially inspired by two deaf
students whose visits to the writing center "disrupted our routine but
also sparked an ongoing interest in the complicated and multifaceted
topic of tutoring deaf students at mainstream hearing postsecondary
institutions" (p. 1). Babcock does not elaborate on the disruption, but we
might safely assume that those visits punctured the narrative that standard writing center practices serve all students equally well. Whatever
the nature of the disruption, Babcock drew on this experience to design
a naturalistic study of writing tutoring sessions with deaf and hearing
students to better understand the experiences deaf students have in
mainstream contexts. Her study encompasses three sub-questions about
how the content of tutorials between deaf students and hearing tutors
differs from those between hearing students and hearing tutors, about
the ways tutoring happens with both deaf and hearing students, and
about the factors that contribute to or complicate these tutorials. To answer these questions, Babcock observed tutoring sessions and conducted
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interviews at several institutions with a range of stakeholders: deaf and
hearing students, tutors, interpreters, and program administrators.

Tell Me How It Reads begins by situating Babcock's study in a
review of relevant literature. Particular highlights here are Babcock's
review of tutor training materials (with attention to the near invisibility
of deaf students in tutor education books [p. 7]); the different written,
signed, and spoken languages used by deaf people (pp. 10-11); and the

impact that Deaf culture has on tutoring (pp. 11-14). Babcock also
provides an overview of previous research on tutoring deaf students

in writing centers, research that Babcock's study extends in several
important ways.

Next, in the chapter on research context, Babcock provides a
detailed description of her research sites, participants, and methods. She
describes her approach to conducting this naturalistic study, particularly

how she negotiated her relationships with various participants and her
flexible approach to methods that accommodated both participants and
her research goals. For example, she notes that one deaf student suggested
that she videotape rather than audiotape interviews to better represent
the deaf student since only the interpreter's voice, not the student's,
was represented on the audio recording (p. 23). This moment is notable
in several ways. First, it reflects audist assumptions2 about how best to

represent all participants and about what kinds of data would prove
meaningful. Indeed, Babcock candidly admits that her perspective as a
hearing person led her to assume that there would not "be any relevant
nonlinguistic visual data" (an assumption that later proved to be false)
on a video recording and that interpreters could be trusted to accurately
"voice the deaf tutee's words" (p. 23). Furthermore, she acknowledges
both her own naivete in planning only for audio recordings and her
inability to use the visual data on the video recordings she did collect
given her limited signing skills (p. 23). Too, in noting this moment and
making clear how her audist assumptions shaped her study, Babcock
prompts hearing readers to examine similar assumptions of their own
and thus contributes to readers' disability literacy. Finally, by revealing
these moments of fallibility rather than presenting her research as an
entirely smooth process, Babcock highlights the complexity of the research process. Moments like these in Tell Me How It Reads are valuable
in helping contextualize Babcock's findings and offering examples of
complex and nuanced empirical research in writing center studies.

2 Babcock defines audist assumptions as those which mark hearing as the norm and
deafness as aberration.
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Babcock then devotes the next three chapters, the heart of the
book, to examining the key themes that emerged in her analysis: literacy
work in tutoring sessions, how tutoring gets done, and the interpersonal

factors that shaped tutoring sessions. While different in focus, each of
these chapters follows a similar pattern: Babcock introduces the theme
and then carefully describes the nuances from her data, using specific
examples from her observations to illustrate the patterns and additional
data from interviews to contextualize her analysis. Throughout these
chapters, Babcock pays careful attention to where both audist assumptions and standard writing center practices fall short for deaf students.

For example, she highlights the problematic practice of asking deaf
students to "put something in their own words" when working with
an interpreter (pp. 59-61). Depending on what approach the interpreter
takes - interpretation or transliteration - the words a tutor hears may,
in fact, be the interpreter's and not the student's. Babcock draws on an
extended exchange between a tutor, student, and interpreter to illustrate
how all three members of the tutoring relationship must work together
to negotiate the student's meaning and thus support her learning (p. 60).

Similarly, in her chapter on "How Tutoring Gets Done," Babcock's analysis of her data leads her to question the use of nondirective
tutoring practices in sessions with deaf students. She observes that nondirective practices can often frustrate deaf students who may not have
the familiarity with written English and academic discourse required
to respond to such approaches (p. 85). Further, she observes that while
nondirective tutoring can work for many students, it certainly doesn't
work for all, and nondirective questions can shut down rather than open
up conversation (pp. 80-82). She also notes that these common writing
center practices often clash with Deaf culture's preference for directness.
Following Grimm (1999), Babcock constructs tutors as informants for
students and argues that tutors, if they are to enact this role, must be
willing to rethink nondirective tutoring strategies (p. 85).

Interspersed between these main chapters are interlude chapters, each of which offers profiles of different groups of participants.

Babcock begins with deaf tutees and moves on to introduce hearing
tutees, tutors, interpreters, and administrators. In her descriptions of

both deaf and hearing tutees, Babcock focuses on their educational
experiences, personal interests, and tutoring experiences. Though she
also describes the languages and language preferences of deaf tutees, she
explicitly resists a medical model of deafness, which constructs deafness

as a deviation from the hearing norm (p. 15). Without naming it as
such, Babcock articulates a view that is in line with what Couser calls
the cultural paradigm of disability; as Babcock explains: "deaf people
are neither deviant nor deficient and... it is unnecessary for them to
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become more like hearing people. Rather, they constitute a cultural and
linguistic minority whose only disability is that our society is geared
toward hearing people" (p. 15). This is not to say that Babcock erases
these students' deafness. Instead, she focuses on the students' connection

to d/Deaf and hearing cultures and the languages they use instead of
defining them based on hearing (dis) abilities.
Babcock 's profiles of tutors describe their tutoring and teaching
experiences, their approaches and styles as tutors, and their thoughts
about working with deaf students. Similarly, interpreter profiles highlight their experience as interpreters, particularly their experiences with
and preferences for different approaches to interpreting in the tutoring
context, and their perspectives on the needs of deaf writers. Both of
these sets of profiles usefully contextualize tutors' pedagogical choices
and the ways that language and communication shape tutoring sessions
for deaf students. Similarly, the profiles of administrators describe their

positions, approaches to tutoring and administration, and thoughts
about tutoring deaf students and preparing tutors to work with deaf
students. While interesting, this set of profiles contributes less to our
understanding of tutoring dynamics than did the other profiles, perhaps
because the administrators themselves are the furthest removed from

the tutoring context.
Tell Me How It Reads makes a significant contribution to the (scant)
body of research on disabilities in writing center studies and to writing
center research more broadly. Though she does not explicitly articulate
a DS stance, Babcock 's efforts to critically examine the material and

pedagogical factors that shape deaf students' experiences with writing
tutoring and to identify and counter audist assumptions about deaf students nevertheless contribute to our disability literacy as a field. Further,
Babcock 's descriptions of her research processes model the messiness of
making key ethical, analytical, and methodological choices for other
qualitative researchers. Perhaps most importantly, Babcock 's findings
extend theoretical arguments forwarded by scholars like Grimm (1999)
and Grutsch McKinney (2013) by offering an empirical basis for challenging both the grand narrative about writing center work and many
of our standard tutoring practices.
Collectively and individually, these books challenge our field to
attend more carefully and critically to how our spaces, practices, theories, and pedagogies enable and constrain participation by students and
staff with a broad range of abilities and disabilities. We might be tempted
to resist this challenge by arguing that we cannot become experts in all
the ways that people with disabilities engage with or are excluded by our
programs. But as the definition of disability literacy I have articulated
here reminds us, we do not have to be experts to do this work. Rather,
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we have to be learners. And if we are to continue to hold fast to the

grand narrative that our writing centers are open and accessible spaces
for all students, we must take up the challenges that Couser's, Price's,
and Babcock's work presents. Their research calls us to shift the burden

to fit in from students with disabilities and to go beyond piecemeal
accommodations by working collectively and persistently to change our
ways of learning, knowing, and doing so that we may reduce barriers for
students and staff of every ability.
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